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Why Selling is Going Inside –
The Obvious Reasons
I have been discussing this
phenomenon for more than
ten years and as a
consequence, what is
taking place now is not a
surprise.
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o, having posed the question, let me provide
some answers, why is selling really going
inside?
The most obvious reason is pure economics:
After the recent financial meltdown, companies
have been forced to examine the true cost of sales –
something they do not usually have time to focus on
when business is buoyant  and what they will have
discovered may have startled them, because sales
costs have been spiralling out of control for a
number of years: Fuel costs, labor costs, the cost of

S

Editorial

raw materials, for example, have all soared and put
simply, because of intense competition, the price of
our products and solutions have remained largely
unchanged.
The net effect of all of this has put thousands, if
not millions of companies – globally, not just in
North America or Europe – out of business.
You see, it is very easy to calculate gross
margin/gross profit, which is what most
compensation plans are still based on, amazingly;
you simply deduct your buyin cost from your sell
on price. However, your actual net profit is vastly
different. Let me give you an example:
Let’s
take
a
typical
sale
in
a
consultative/collaborative environment: After some
pretty rigorous qualification at the frontend, we
decide that we have uncovered an opportunity that
is worth pursuing. We arrange an initial exploratory
meeting, faceface because faceface selling is still a
dominant feature of selling at that level. If the
meeting goes well and the full traditional
sales/buying cycle is followed, there may be another
five, six, seven meetings, not just involving the lead
salesperson but his/her line manager; some
technical resource on very “bigticket” deals, even
some finance input  team selling.
You do not need a degree in higher math to
calculate the total cost of all this effort: I read
somewhere the other day that it now costs $1500
to put one salesperson in front of one customer for
one meeting. I actually think that this number is very
conservative. But you get my point?
Whilst this level of investment may be justified
for extremely highvalue business and may be
possible to control, we are talking about less than
0.5% of all business transacted and this means that
for everything else, we should be considering our
options.
The reality is that the traditional customer call
once seemed indispensable to the selling process;
the time and expense involved were just a basic cost
of doing business. But today, the business
community has to regard the sales call as an

expenditure for which there are substitutes. For
many companies, telemarketing, video conferencing
and direct email have made the sales call a choice,
not an inevitability, which takes us back to
understanding why so many companies are moving
their sales forces inside. I repeat, it is pure
economics.
Advances in technology mean that we can now
effectively conduct faceface meetings online and
you know what, we can manage five, six, seven
meetings in one day, rather than the one or two we
are managing at the moment.
I do not believe that we will ever see the day
when faceface selling disappears completely;
certainly, it is not going to happen in my lifetime. But
equally, we cannot cling on to outdated and
unprofitable practices.
However, as exciting as all of this may be, I do
have a further thought, which may cause some
discomfort in certain corners of the sales space: I do
wonder if these same smart business owners who
were falling over themselves to shepherd their
frontline sales troops indoors, will wake up one
bright sunny day and decide that actually, they don’t
need professional salespeople, they could manage
with ordertakers. That would reduce the wage bill
and the cost of sales even further.
Maybe, just maybe, a couple of years after that,
given the relentless march of AI, the smartest of
business owners will enjoy another epiphany and
conclude that their products and solutions, having
now become commoditized, actually do not require
any human sales contribution.
Although this has become a cliché, it is still a
truism that has never been more relevant than it is
today: Change is the one constant that we can rely
on in life and that is certainly the case for those of us
n
who are populating the sales space right now.

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here and catch up with the
JF Interview Series here
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Sales Enablement is a term that still means very
different things to different people but my favourite
definition comes from CSO Insights, “Sales Force
Enablement — A strategic, crossfunctional discipline
designed to increase sales results and productivity by
providing integrated content, training and coaching
services for salespeople and frontline sales managers along
the entire customer’s journey, powered by technology.”
Our primary objective for this first European Sales
Enablement Summit is, quite simply, to join the dots.
We will be viewing the Sales Enablement
“landscape” from every angle; the entrepreneur, the
researcher, the strategist, the futurist, the practitioner,
the technology provider, the messenger, the presenter,
all have their own commitment to sales enablement
excellence but each has their own approach.
In order to achieve that primary objective, we have

brought together what is probably the most significant
speaker lineup ever assembled in Europe.
Our ambition is to deliver a substantial, worldclass
event, with worldclass speakers in a worldclass
location.
I am confident we will achieve all of that and I hope
you will join us.
Jonathan Farrington CEO, Top Sales World

Advertise, Partner, Promote, Publicize
Whatever your requirements for the size your budget,
we can tailor a package for you: we have incredibly
attractive 12month partnership opportunities; major
event sponsorship availability or straightforward oneoff
promotions.
Our magazine reaches over 330,000 subscribers
every month, and the combined Twitter reach of the
TSW contributors is 4.1 million!
Top Sales World is now the most visited, most
popular, most exciting and most significant sales related
site – period.

Please email us on advertising@topsalesworld.com to
discover the possibilities.

InsideSales.com – State of Inside Sales
Report 2017
Jonathan Farrington
interviews Martin Moran,
Managing Director,
International,
Insidesales.Com
hat’s the state of sales and the pipeline
today? Looking at thousands of sales
professionals and transactions from
United States and Europe, InsideSales.com offers a
comprehensive view of the strategies and tools that
sales leaders are using today to achieve and surpass
quota.
They polled 1,151 professionals in the sales
industry from 28 countries (United States and
Europe). I asked Martin Moran, International
Managing Director for InsideSales.com, to give us a
snapshot of what’s happening in Europe.

W

JF: Martin, the State of Inside Sales Report for 2017
has a wealth of data about sales professionals both
in the U.S. and Europe. What’s going on, what does
the market look like in 2017?
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MM: Every year, this report shows us how sales
leaders are trying to achieve predictable and
sustainable growth, so we try to highlight their
strategies and learn from them. Right now, we see
leaders trying to balance inside sales with outside
sales, integrating more sales acceleration technology
into their sales technology arsenal, and reps doing
more remote selling.
For example, organisations believe the ideal sales
organisation has an even split between inside sales
reps (49.4 percent) and outside sales reps (50.6
percent). Sales leaders are sold on the benefits of
having an inside sales team, as we have seen. It leads
to increased productivity, support for the field sales
teams and improved account coverage.
However, when you look at the structure of sales
organisations, this varies. Larger companies will have
more outside sales representatives than smaller
companies.
We see more and more field sales representatives
spending their time working on remote selling.
Overall, almost half of field sales reps’ time is spent
selling remotely (45 percent). We believe this trend
will continue as more advances are created to

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

support field rep sales productivity.
Across the board (both in the US and the UK), the
amount of time spent selling remotely by field sales
reps has increased from 24% in 2013 to 45.4% today
(that’s a significant increase of 89.2%).
JF: What can you tell us about location, where do
companies prefer to do business?
MM: Of European companies surveyed, the UK
dominates as the most common place for company
headquarters (59.54 percent)  with Ireland and
France as the next preferred locations. The highest
percentage of European companies have a sales
office in the UK (28 percent), followed by Germany
(18 percent).
JF: What can you tell us about the structure of sales
organisations, what does this look like in 2017?
MM: A sales team today has an average of 3.94, so
about four unique sales roles per company. For small
companies, sales development is the most popular
role. Bigger companies  over 2.000 employees have
a higher percentage of outside sales account
executives (65.2 percent).
As we look at larger companies, we also see the
partner model is more popular, and that’s natural.
Companies that leverage the strength of a partner
network to get their product and message out grow
faster than those who work only with clients directly.
JF: What are the tools that sales representatives use
in 2017 to help them achieve quota?
MM: Sales technology is getting more refined and
more exciting every year, producing improved
revenue results. We’re happy to see wide adoption
of sales tools increasing every year.
Companies used an average 5 sales technologies
in 2016. We’re expecting this number to increase to
5.80 at the end of 2017 and to reach 6.15 in 2018.
Leaders are also willing to spend more on sales
technology, recognising the benefits that this can
bring to quota attainment, according to our research.
In Europe, we had an average annual spend of

$2,639 per rep last year (compared to $3,579 per rep
in the US).
JF: Does the InsideSales research have some
information on pipeline generation? What’s the state
of the pipeline in 2017?
MM: Absolutely! We’ve highlighted this before, and
the results hold true for 2017 as well: the most
productive reps, in terms of revenue, have the most
sales activities per day, compared to their peers.
In Europe, sales reps are making on average 30
phone dials per day, leaving 12 voicemails and
sending around 30 emails per day. When we break it
down by revenue, we can see that those reps making
over $500 million have an average of 34 dials per day,
15 voicemail and send around 33 emails per day. The
average close rate is 25%, and each rep closes around
12 deals per quarter.
So, the data is showing us what we’ve always been
preaching: your effort pays off. It’s hard work, but it
pays off.
JF: Martin, we have a lot of info on best practices in
the sales industry, and yet data still shows most sales
professionals (57%) fail to achieve quota. How do we
fix this, where is the problem?
MM: We like to think that the basics are pretty simple:
place more calls, leave more voice mails, send more
emails. This, of course, can only get you so far. The
quality of your conversations is crucial to creating a
relationship. It’s the relationship that leads to
sustainable business.
Sales acceleration technologies are really where
sales leaders can make a difference and move the
needle on their revenue. As we further refine the
structure, methods and sales process to near
perfection, artificial intelligence and predictive sales
platforms will have a pivotal role in reaching ever
n
increasing sales targets.

For more information about this report, please
contact Gabe Larsen at labs@insidesales.com
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How to Get People
to Like Buying from You
How do you react to requests from people you like? You’re much more likely
to say Yes to a request if you like the person who is asking. Study after
study has shown that complete strangers will do awkward favors for others
if there is a high likability factor in the person who is asking. So, what makes
you more likable? Being non-threatening for one.
ower the perceived threat level. The less
threatening you appear to be the more
cooperation you’ll get. People are hardwired
to identify threats. Even when we cannot explain it,
we sometimes sense that a person is not to be
trusted. This could be due to “thin slicing” of micro
behaviors, perceiving patterns that aren’t obvious.

L
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Or maybe it’s another form of intuition, either way
we have the ability to perceive threats before they
become obvious. What constitutes “threatening”
appearance? For a sales person, this includes:
l Being dressed inappropriately to the setting; too

casual or too formal

Jim Cathcart

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Appearing to be uninterested in others
Limited eyecontact
Uncertainty in speech patterns
Not prepared for your task
Giving incomplete or vague answers
Talking too much
Be preoccupied, texting, giving only token
attention

But most people are trusting. They’ll usually give you
the benefit of the doubt, at least at first.
We are also hardwired to seek connections with
others. It’s impossible to succeed in life without the
cooperation and support of others. We need
relationships, all types of relationships. We need
friends, guides, collaborators, helpers, and we need
people to be of help to. There is great satisfaction in
being able to assist others. We also need people
with whom we can celebrate or savor experiences.
Seeing a great sunset is nice but it’s much better
when we can turn to another and say, “Wow, look at
that!”
So, we need relationships and we have reasons
to fear strangers. What is a person to do?
Learn to watch for danger and, also to find the
good in people. That brings us back to you as a sales
person. If you want to be liked enough to have
others tell you all about their needs and wants then
you must attend to the clues you could give that you
can be trusted.
Here are a few:
l Be genuinely interested in what the other person

has to say, find out how they think and feel about
their needs.
l Be willing to pause and listen or to take longer for
a full explanation. Also, be willing to get right to
the point. Let them decide the pace.
l Practice showing your sincerity through your
body language as you speak and listen. Get a
friend or colleague to role play with you and
provide feedback. Be willing to change your
behaviors if needed.

l Do what professionals do: show up a bit early,

l

l

l

l

stay a bit late, do more than they expect you do
to, be eager to help even when it doesn’t involve
a payment.
Be the kind of person that others will want to do
business with. Do this in every way you can.
Dress like a person they can trust, talk like a
person they can trust (no profanity, no criticism
of others), follow through like a person they can
trust.
Do it right the first time. Doovers are
outrageously expensive. Don’t give them any
reason to worry about whether you and your
product or service will deliver what they were
buying.
Don’t criticize others (again). If you run down
other people then you’ll probably do the same to
me sooner or later. That’s what they’ll think. Just
break the criticism habit altogether.
Treat people with respect even when they don’t
have power. If you want to identify a jerk in
advance, just look for someone who treats
servers, clerks and hourly workers in
condescending ways. Good people respect the
dignity of all people, that’s why we like them so
much.

In the end your likability will be a reflection of your
intentions. If you intend to “make a sale” then others
will pick up on your mercenary intent and be less
likely to buy from you. But if you intend to “make a
difference” by helping others with your product or
service then you will find that many others are eager
to be your new business friend and to buy from you.
PS: Likable sales people get more referrals than
those who are simply strong closers. Be worthy of
their affection. To have more friends, be a great
n
friend.

Jim Cathcart, CSP, CPAE author of
Relationship Selling. Top 1% TEDx speaker.
Find out more here
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Rapid Growth in Inside Sales
Presents Challenges
Inside sales is a popular high-growth sales model used by companies in a
variety of industries. The Harvard Business Revenue reported that 46% of
high-growth tech companies are growing through inside sales versus 21%
using outside sales teams.
he reasons for rapid growth of SDR/BDR
sales teams vary but one thing is clear, buyers
are fine with alternatives to facetoface
meetings. From an efficiency point of view, buyers
prefer phone calls, video or web conferencing
meeting options to minimize waste on their already
overscheduled calendars.
The evolution of technology has made the
inclusion of inside sales teams a core component of
organizational sales strategies, as companies look for
ways to decrease costs and improve their own
operational efficiencies. PointClear reported that an
outside sales call costs $308 versus an inside sales
call cost of $50 making it clear how much more cost
effective it is for a company to leverage an inside
sales team to its fullest.

T

achieving their sales objectives. In 2016 research
conducted by CSO Insights and ClearSlide, they
noted that core challenges faced are reducing churn
among the sales ranks, hiring the right talent to fill
inside sales roles, speeding up the time it takes to
ramp new hires skills, reducing deal forecast
slippage, improving opportunity qualification and
ensuring that salespeople are adept at having
business conversations versus pitching product
features.

Training and coaching remain areas of
opportunity and competitive advantage
Two factors dogging inside sales team today are:
l High turnover – 20% annually per the ClearSlide

With growth comes challenges
Though there is rapid growth in inside sales, there
are also challenges facing inside sales leaders in

14
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and CSO Insights research.
l Slow ramp time with 33% of companies surveyed

indicating that it takes more than 9 months to

Barb Giamanco

ramp new hires, and less than 13% of
organizations can get their reps up to speed in
less than 4 months.
Today’s buyers expect to work with salespeople
who understand their business, industry trends and
competitive challenges. They don’t expect to be the
onthejob training vehicle for your inside
salespeople. If there isn’t a solid plan to get
salespeople fully competent quickly, you are leaving
them at the mercy of learning by trial and error on
the buyer’s time dime. Few executives I’ve ever
spoken to have the time or the patience to be
educating your sellers in how to sell to them.
Given that SDR’s and BDR’s are often the first
personal experience a buyer has with a company,
without proper training, coaching and reinforcement
of basic selling skills, these frontline sellers are
impeding sales progress, or worse, doing damage to
the company brand. And, if has been reported by
CSO Insights that sales leaders see lead
volume/quality as more important than skills training
and process, I think there is a disconnect. Could this
be a factor in why only 46% (2016 Sales Comp
Survey, Alexander Group) to 67% (the Bridge Group)
of inside sales reps are achieving quota?
Lack of training and outdated sales approaches
lead to a steady stream of no’s, and the frustration
that breeds, along with the inability to achieve sales
objectives has a domino effect. Higher turnover
among the sales ranks. Some reps will choose to
leave on their own. Others will be asked to move on,
which hardly seems fair if they haven’t been given
the training, coaching and tools they need to
succeed in their role.

The secondbest thing to getting a yes, is
getting to a fast no
A top challenge I often hear when talking to sales
leaders is that there needs to be more leads and
better qualified sales opportunities reported in the
pipeline. To which I come back to the importance of

a solid training program that is more than a
motivational speech at a sales kickoff meeting.
Poorly forecasted sales opportunities and deal
slippage in the pipeline can be improved with proper
training, coaching and skills reinforcement.
Salespeople are notorious for being overly optimistic
about when deals will close. The CSO Insights and
ClearSlide data showed that 70% of reps don’t
validate prospect interest during the sales cycle. If
salespeople are not effective at qualifying
opportunities, and that includes qualifying no’s
quickly, pipeline is muddled and conversion rates are
diminished. As Jeff Schmidt, SVP of Global Sales and
Services at ClearSlide said, “Qualifying out is a
critical practice and will lead to better pipeline
conversion and deal visibility.” Without the proper
training to help reps understand what constitutes a
qualified lead, a lot of “maybe’s” and “never will buy”
end up in the CRM pipeline.

Stop pitching product features, solve the
buyer’s problem
Salesforce’s State of Sales report noted that 83% of
buyers want to work with salespeople “focused on
helping achieve their company’s needs, not just
making a quick sale.” This is where inside sales teams
can score huge competitive wins. Leaders must be
willing to let their salespeople drop the script, ditch
the pitch and back away from the reliance on demos
to sell the product or service.
Inside sales teams can create amazing sales
experiences from the very first interaction, and that
can only happen if salespeople are taught how to
demonstrate to buyer’s that unlike their
competitor’s, their focus is on helping buyers
achieve their goals first and foremost. In the end, the
ability for inside sales teams to achieve their goals
n
depends on how they sell, not what they sell.

Barb Giamanco is a Keynote Speaker, Author,
Corporate Webcast Host and Social Centered
Selling CEO. Find out more here
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Is it Time to Break up With Your Prospect?
Salespeople have been taught to be persistent in pursuing prospects. Some
salespeople have been taught to never take no for an answer, which often
looks like a scene out of the infamous sales movie “Tommy Boy. “
esearch shows that the most successful
people possess persistence and grit. But
persistence in the sales world, without
emotional selfawareness and reality testing, quickly
can turn a salesperson into a sales stalker, not a
trusted sales advisor.
Let’s look at a hypothetical, yet oftentooreal
selling scenario. Salesperson meets prospect and the
meeting goes well. The prospect asks the
salesperson to follow up in a couple of weeks. The

R
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salesperson agrees, sends out a calendar invite, and
the meeting is set and accepted. Salesperson calls at
agreedupontime only to get voicemail. There is no
response from the prospect, so the salesperson
sends an email. Again, no response. So the persistent
salesperson leaves another voicemail, email,
voicemail, email. Yup, you are now looking like a
sales stalker, not a sales professional.
Apply the emotional intelligence skill of reality
testing, looking for things as they are, not what you

Colleen Stanley

would like them to be. The reality is that this
prospect has made you the star of the movie,
“He’s Just Not That Into You.” The reality is that
this prospect sees you as a vendor, not as a trusted
advisor.
The salesperson is puzzled and discouraged. The
prospect ASKED you to follow up. What went
wrong? How can a salesperson prevent this situation
in the future and what’s the best way to close out
this opportunity?
Here are two things to remember and do that will
prevent chase mode and sales stalking.
1. When you find yourself chasing a prospect, ask
yourself, “Should I have even been at this
appointment in the first place? “ The answer is “no.”
You set up a meeting with a prospect that doesn’t fit
your ideal client profile. And when you meet with a
prospect that doesn’t need your product, or isn’t
committed to changing or improving, no amount of
selling and influence skills are going to result in a
new client. Here’s a tip: Stop trying to sell ice to an
Eskimo!
2. It’s nice that the prospect agreed to a next step
but perhaps with further analysis, you might
discover there wasn’t a reason for a next step or
second meeting. Did the prospect really have a
problem to solve or a goal to achieve? Did you
uncover the implications for not fixing problems or
achieving goals?
When debriefing sales calls, tap into your
emotional selfawareness. Do a double check on the
emotions you were experiencing during the sales
meeting. For example, prospects can say all the right
things during a sales call such as, “We really need to
uplevel our technology. We are a culture that is all
about improvement.” These statements often trigger
an emotional reaction in salespeople. They get
excited and start presenting solutions rather than
digging in for objective data on the financial,
strategic and personal impact of not upleveling or
improving. Emotions, rather than effective selling

and influence skills, start running the meeting.
Now, let’s talk about what you need to do if you
missed the two points above. How do you exit and
professionally close out the opportunity? If a
prospect is not returning your calls or emails, it’s
time to break up. You really don’t have a choice. If
you keep following up and leaving messages, you
look and sound desperate. That positioning sets you
up for a lowprice, transactional conversation  not
a partner, valueaddsales talk.
Close out the opportunity by leaving a nice, non
defensive message indicating that you are taking the
prospect off of your active followup list. Note the
word “nondefensive.” Practice and listen to your
tonality before leaving the breakup message. A
basic principle of communication is not what you say
but how you say it.
The message can sound like, “Peter, it’s Jennifer
O’Hare. Sorry I’m missing you again. I am getting the
feeling that you’ve decided to move in another
direction, so with your permission, I am going to take
you off my active followup list. I don’t want to
become a pest. If I have misunderstood, feel free to
give me a call back.”
In my years of working with salespeople, one of
two things will happen: (1) The prospect will not call
back. Guess what. You got to the truth fast and you
didn’t keep an unqualified opportunity in your
pipeline. (2) Or, the prospect will call back because
you demonstrated selfrespect and the ability to
walk. The message you’ve sent to your prospect is
that I am also busy, I only work with committed
prospects and I only work with prospects that treat
me like a value partner.
Take a look at your sales pipeline. It might be time
to break up with prospects that are just not that into
n
you.

Colleen Stanley is President of
SalesLeadership, Inc., and Best Selling Author
of Emotional Intelligence for Sales Success …”
Find out more here
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How Sales Managers Can Lead
More Productive Sales Meetings
As a sales manager, it’s inevitable that you’re going to be in front of your
team conducting meeting after meeting. Regardless of the topic, the modus
operandi of most managers is to lead the meeting with their agenda, share
the context of the meeting, and then present to the team what needs to be
done, by who, and when the particular goal, objective, or change needs to be
completed.
ften the manager expects the team to
understand, agree, and just “get it done.”
While some managers end meetings with
“does anyone have any questions,” what typically
ensues is silence from the team, and the manager
concludes the meeting, thinking the objective of the
meeting was clear, has been achieved, and the team
knows what to do.

O

how to do it, or what they're doing wrong, people’s
defenses are heightened.
Consequently, they stop listening, and their level
of buyin and engagement around what needs to get
done diminishes. Get off your soapbox and start
leading with questions in order to focus on other
people's opinions and what’s important to them,
instead of preaching from the tower about what's
important to you and what should be done.

Get Off Your Soapbox
Reset the Expectations of Your Meetings
The real issue is that managers need to facilitate
more than pontificate. When a manager gets in front
of his or her team during a meeting and does most of
the talking, that behavior is what I refer to as
soapbox management, where the meeting becomes
more of a monologue than a dialogue. When
managers point fingers and tell people what to do,
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In order to create a culture of collaboration rather
than a culture of control and competition, sales
managers need to first set the expectation of the
meeting and how it will be structured to create buy
in and demonstrate the value of a new approach.
Here's a template you can use:

Keith Rosen

“After reflecting back on our prior meetings, I
want to apologize to each of you. I’ve done you a
disservice because I truly value you and your
opinion, experience, and expertise, and I know each
of us have opinions on how to achieve our goals or
resolve certain challenges. I want to start leveraging
your talents more frequently during every meeting,
since I don’t always have the answers. Just like in
sports, it takes a team to win the game.
Once you’ve reset expectations, embraced your
humanity, taken ownership of the past, established
the new process moving forward, and most
important, shared what benefit each person will
realize from this change, here are just a handful of
questions to help facilitate your next meeting.

7.
8.

9.
10.

Lead with Questions, Not Answers
Regular meetings — weekly, monthly, or quarterly —
can get stale quickly. Managers feel pressure to find
a way to keep the meetings engaging and valuable.
Instead of believing that it is solely the manager’s
responsibility to run a successful meeting, you can
lead the meeting with questions in order to tap into
each person's experience, knowledge, and creativity.
Fostering healthy, open, and rich collaboration can
only occur when managers step down off of their
soapbox.
Here are 14 questions that top leaders use to
transform meetings from worthless to worthwhile.
1. What do you think the expectation is for this
meeting?
2. Who is open to starting this discussion and
sharing some ideas to stimulate our
conversation?
3. What is another way of looking at this?
4. That’s a great idea. Who has a different opinion
about what we’ve been discussing so far?
5. That’s interesting. What else can be true?
6. I certainly have my opinion about this, and I’m
happy to share it. However, before I do, I’m
more interested in hearing your thoughts first,

11.
12.
13.

14.

since in many ways, you’re closer to this
situation than I am, and I trust you and your
judgment. Can someone else please share some
additional thoughts or reactions on what we’ve
been discussing?
What assumptions might we be making on this
issue?
What are the facts that support your
assumptions? How do you know that this is the
absolute truth?
How can we look at this in a way that would
change our thinking for the better?
Thanks for sharing your opinion, I really
appreciate it. Let’s walk through our solution and
approach together to ensure they will achieve
the results we want, see how they could play
out, and together, share some best practices
each of us have used in similar situations to
create the best possible outcome.
What would be possible if we were able to
achieve these results?
What concerns, if any, do you have at this point?
Let’s spend the last few minutes summarizing
the meeting — what our next steps are and any
deadlines associated with what we've discussed
so that we’re all clear and aligned on what each
of us needs to do.
How are you feeling about what we discussed
and achieved today?

Finally, remember to seek to understand other
people’s point of view before you share yours. Once
a manager shares his or her opinion, the risk of the
rest of the meeting shutting down increases. So take
out a hammer and destroy your soapbox. You no
longer have any use for it.
“Fostering healthy, open, and rich collaboration
can only occur when managers step down off of
n
their soapbox.”

Keith Rosen is an Award winning author, CEO
of Profit Builders and founder of Coachquest.
Find out more here
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What CEOs and Financial Sponsors
Need to Know About Sales
Things are drastically
changing in the world of the
C-Suite. The number of
executives reporting to the
CEO has doubled since the
1980s, mostly an increase in functional
specialists like CIOs and CMOs, not general
managers responsible for cross-functional
integration.
eanwhile, the number of Fortune 500 and
S&P 500 companies with COOs has
decreased to about 35%. Three decades
ago, COOs outnumbered CFOs in those firms.
Business is more complex, data more abundant, and
more specialists are needed to stay current with
functional best practices.
One of the least understood specialist roles is
that of the overall sales leader, typically titled the
Chief Revenue Officer or Chief Sales Officer. In part,
this is due to the fact that less than 20% of Fortune
500 CEOs started their career in sales or marketing.
Most individuals who have sales experience obtain it
in their first role upon graduation from college. It is
safe to conclude that only a small percentage (less
than 10%) of today’s executives have actual onthe
ground experience as a quotacarrying salesperson.

M
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This is partially due to the pervasice issue that a
career in sales is often not viewed as a discipline in
the same fashion as engineering, finance or
marketing. In fact, of the 4000 accredited
universities in the U.S., only about 100 offer courses
in sales. As the lack of sales education and sales
experience converge, CEO’s are often illequipped
to fully understand the full array of strategies and
tactics that can be implemented to successfully
improve execution in their selling function.
This lack of understanding is not confined to
large companies. While many institutional private
equity firms have deep operating partner expertise
in functions like strategy, human resources, or
finance, very few have focused on providing
strategic advice on improving the selling function.
An informal survey conducted last year by
GrowthPlay showed that less than 20% of West
Coastbased private equity firms offered their
portfolio companies strategic advice on the sales
function. This lack of support is a glaring gap and
presents an even bigger issue in smaller scale
companies because there are fewer resources and
experienced executives within the firm to draw
upon.
This lack of focus on the sales function is highly
ironic, since U.S. firms spend about $900 billion
annually on sales. That’s 3x their total ad spend, 20x
their spending on digital marketing, and 50x their

Dan Weinfurter

spend on social media. Selling is the most expensive
part of strategy execution for most firms.
At the same time, despite the increase in
specialist roles, and despite the billions of dollars
spent annually on CRM technologies, the data
suggests the results driven by the sales organization
are getting worse. Evidence of this disturbing trend
can be found in 2017 CSO Insights study, which
showed that only 50% of sales professionals made
quota last year, and sales organizations overall
delivered on average only 80% of the enterprise
sales plan. These performance levels have declined
for the third year in a row.
What must a CEO or a financial sponsor do to
address the knowledge and experience gap in sales
to better drive growth? We suggest a strategic
review of all the levers that can impact sales
performance
However, not all of these levers impact
performance equally. Some negatively correlate to
improved performance in the short run. For
example, changing a sales compensation plan is
fraught with peril. It is true, sales professionals will
look at the compensation plan to determine what
management wishes for them to do. In the short
term, changing comp plans may result in unintended
negative consequences, specifically, unplanned
turnover of the best performing individuals in the
sales organization.
Our research suggests three levers that do
correlate with improved salesforce performance.
1. Insure the firm has the right gotomarket
strategy, organizational structure, role definition,
and talent within the various roles to successfully
and consistently execute the business strategy at
the point of sale. If you do this well, you can double
the revenue without an increase in headcount.
2. Equip the sales organization to be able to have
the right valuebased conversation at the point of
sale. The goal is to ensure alignment of your sales,
marketing, and product messages into a cohesive

customer conversation that differentiates you from
the competition, by your product and service
offerings, and also by the way you sell. Firms that
get this right can improve performance by 10%30%
in the subsequent quarter, a significant boost to
overall firm performance on both top line and
EBITDA.
3. Focus on the quality of your sales management,
specifically your first line sales managers. These
individuals are the linchpin upon which high
performance is driven. They have responsibility to
recruit, train, coach, motivate, and performance
manage the sales team. They have the task of
translating the overall business strategy into
consistent execution of that strategy at the point of
sale. They must be opportunity strategists, great at
leading, managing and coaching, have exceptional
judgment, and be capable of understanding and
impacting performance on an individualized basis.
Their job of attracting and retaining a high
performing team is fully measurable every month,
quarter and year.
It is imperative that your sales management function
is equipped and supported for the task. If you don’t
have the right sales leadership, you will have
difficulty pulling any levers for driving performance.
Individual salespeople may come to work for your
company, but the quality individuals will quickly
leave if their manager is subpar.
CEOs should understand that improving
execution in sales is a neverending process.
However, it is also highly measurable, and you will
discover that a newfound emphasis on applying the
same rigor and discipline that are common in other
functions will have a high ROI when applied to the
function that, more than any other, is responsible for
n
the implementation of the firm’s strategy.

Dan Weinfurter is Chief Executive Officer at
GrowthPlay and Author of Second Stage
Entrepreneurship. Find out more here
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Tune in and subscribe to the
Razor’s Edge podcast
hosted by Barbara
Giamanco. Barb interviews
global leaders in business,
sales, marketing and
service who share their
knowledge and expertise
with you.
Each Wednesday you’ll find a new
episode of the special Women in Sales
Leadership series where Barb talks to
women in sales leadership roles in
corporations across the globe.
Find all the interviews at
www.barbaragiamanco.com

17 Reasons Why Salespeople Don’t Convert
More Calls to New Meetings
long before they have made the attempts
necessary to reach (815 attempts) a
decision maker.
2. The second is lack of improvement. Back in
1974, when cold calling was the only way to
get a meeting, I hated, and I mean despised
the act of cold calling and the time it took
me to book the required 3 meetings. My
solution was to get so damn good at it that it
wouldn’t take all day and I wouldn’t hate it
anymore.

If salespeople were
completely honest about
their biggest challenges in
sales, then filling their
pipeline with qualified
opportunities would rise to the top. The
problem is that most salespeople are
embarrassed to admit that the very first
thing they learned to do when they
entered sales is still the activity that is
most difficult.
here are several reasons why it’s hard for
them to admit this but this article will focus on
the reasons why it is so difficult for them to
schedule new meetings.

T
l
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Frequency – Two areas around frequency
impact results.
1. Most salespeople give up (after 4 attempts)
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Scripting and Messaging – Two areas around
scripting impact results.
1. 99% of the scripts and messages that I have
heard – incoming cold calls as well as the
“before” calls that new clients share with me
are just plain awful.
2. Salespeople sound like they are reading
from a script and nobody – ever – wants to
talk with someone who is reading from a
script.

l

Tonality – If you want me to stay on the phone
and have a conversation with you then you’ll
need to sound like someone that I would
actually choose to speak with. Unfortunately,
most salespeople sound terrible. Instead of
sounding like a friend calling to talk, they sound
like robotic salespeople delivering horribly
scripted commercials.

l

Listening and Questioning – Most salespeople
do not have a sense for which questions to ask,
when to ask them, and how to listen for the
answer that will prompt their next question.
Active listening is foreign to most salespeople
and those same salespeople seem to have little
interest in learning to master the art of listening

Dave Kurlan

and asking great questions.
l

l

Reasons – In most cases, salespeople fail to
either uncover or provide a legitimate reason for
a prospect to schedule a call or meeting.
Wanting to introduce yourself, explain what you
do, or see if there is a fit are awful reasons. Even
worse is the excuse where you will be visiting
the area.

Sales DNA – This isn’t discussed enough
because most salespeople and managers are not
even aware that this is a thing! Sales DNA is the
combination of strengths that support selling,
specifically sales process, sales strategy and
sales tactics. However, when Sales DNA
appears as a weakness instead of a strength, it
servers to sabotage instead of support selling.
There are 4 particular strands of Sales DNA that
get in the way:
1. The Need to be Liked – When you need to be
liked, or in extreme cases, loved, you will be
more worried about what people think of you
than what you need to accomplish. This can
prevent you from making the call, asking the
right questions and pushing back or challenging
their thinking.
2. Rejection – Passive rejection  when your
prospect fails to return a call or an email  can be
as strong as direct rejection used to be. There is
no selling without rejection but when recovery
time exceeds a minute or two it negatively
impacts selling. When recovery time extends to
an hour, a day or a week, there is no selling!
3. Avoidance – Objective Management Group
(OMG) places salespeople into 1 of 4 buckets:
l Hunters – These salespeople consistently
hunt for new business
l Potential Hunters – These salespeople will
hunt for new business but only if a sales
manager holds them accountable for a
certain amount of activity.
l Fisherman – These salespeople will not

make cold calls but they will follow up on
warm leads.
l PETP – People for the Ethical Treatment of
Prospects. These salespeople will not make
calls. Period. Avoidance will be the rule and
good luck to the manager who tries to get
them to hunt.
4. Perfectionist – We love perfectionists who
compose the perfect email, get their proposals
just right and complete their reports according
to
your
requirements.
But
typically,
perfectionists won’t do something until they can
do it perfectly and prospecting is an imperfect
activity. Perfectionists will usually procrastinate
making the calls.
l

Sales Management – The 6 prior bullets must
be owned by salespeople but sales managers
who aren’t aware of the 6 bullets, don’t attempt
to help or get help for their salespeople in the 6
areas outlined above are the real problem.

l

Will to Sell. Weak to Moderate levels of Will to
Sell will also sabotage hunting:
1. Desire – How badly you want to achieve
greater sales success
2. Commitment – Your willingness to do what
it takes to achieve greater sales success
3. Motivation – How strong your what or why
is for achieving greater sales success
4. Outlook – How you feel about yourself and
what you do for a living
5. Responsibility – Whether you take
responsibility for your sales results or make
excuses

There you have it. All the reasons why salespeople
n
suck at booking new meetings!

Dave Kurlan is a BestSelling Author, Keynote
Speaker, CEO of both Objective Management
Group and Kurlan & Associates.
Find out more here
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Sales Coaching: How To Get It Right
Imagine how you are driving now as a skilled driver and years ago when you
just got your driving license. There are a lot of specific skills that must be
mastered before a driver reaches the level of unconscious competence, e.g.,
what certain signs and symbols mean, who has the right of way, how to
parallel park, and how to master European roundabouts.

hile all of these skills are important, some
are more vital than others because they
are critical to success. For sales
managers, coaching is such a skill, regardless if they
lead a field or an inside sales team.
For most people in sales, coaching is perceived as
opportunity coaching even though there are many
more aspects of the sales role that must be coached.
Furthermore, many salespeople, not only in inside
sales, don’t feel “coached,” even if their managers
call it that. Let’s start by defining what sales coaching
means:
Sales coaching is a leadership skill that develops
each salesperson's full potential. Sales managers
use their domain expertise, along with social,
communication, and questioning skills to facilitate
conversations with their team members that allow
them to discover areas for improvement and
possibilities to break through to new levels of
success.

W
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As importantly, sales coaching is not asking things
like, “What’s your forecast this month?” or telling a
salesperson, “You need to build more pipeline.”
Instead, effective sales coaches consider the
salesperson’s personal goals, their style, current
strengths and weaknesses before engaging in a
dialogue. Then, the focus of such a structured
conversation is to discover areas for improvement
regarding behaviors and activities that should lead to
the desired results.
Coaching areas have to be defined: lead and
opportunity coaching, pipeline coaching, coaching
skills and behaviors, account and territory
coaching.
If coaching is reduced to opportunity coaching
only, the organization misses out on much of the
performance benefits of coaching. At CSO Insights,
we separate coaching into five different areas that
can be implemented step by step, according to your
context:
l
l
l
l
l

Lead and opportunity coaching
Pipeline coaching
Coaching skills and behaviors
Account coaching
Territory coaching

However, in most organizations, sales coaching is
currently focused on lead and opportunity coaching
only. It’s remarkable that the majority of sales
managers in our 2016 Sales Enablement Optimization
Study said they spent less than an hour a week
coaching leads and opportunities. Lead and

Tamara Schenk

opportunity coaching is a great starting point. But it
should soon be enriched by coaching skills and
behaviors as a foundational coaching layer.
Especially for inside salespeople who are working
most of their time on the phone, lead and
opportunity coaching should always be enriched by
coaching skills and behaviors.

Coaching needs to be formal to be effective
Now as you have defined your various coaching
areas, it’s about developing a coaching process that
follows the customer’s journey. Ideally, your
customer’s journey should be mapped to your
internal process landscape. If that’s the case, your
coaching framework sits directly between the
customer’s journey and your internal process
landscape, bridging between both sides.
Along your journey to coaching maturity, there
are four levels of sales coaching maturity:
l Random: There is no coaching process defined.

Coaching is left up to each manager.
l Informal: Coaching guidelines are available, but

there is no formal coaching process. Managers
are told that they should coach, but there is no
monitoring or measurement.
l Formal: Coaching areas and the coaching process
are defined and implemented. Sales managers are
expected to coach accordingly, and there is a
formal effort to develop their skills. Periodic
reviews help optimize processes and guidelines.
l Dynamic: The coaching process is connected to
the sales force enablement framework to ensure
reinforcement of sales enablement efforts. Sales
managers are required to coach; they are
measured and compensated accordingly.
Ongoing reviews help to not only optimize the
process but also to adapt it to market dynamics
and the changing selling environment.
In our 2016 Sales Enablement Optimization Study,
almost 50% of our study participants reported to

operate based on a random coaching mode. A
quarter are working on an informal basis, but only
21.7% have implemented a formal approach, and
only 5.3% have made further efforts to align their
coaching process with their enablement framework.
Our study shows that the coaching approach
matters a lot.
Almost 75% of sales organizations waste
resources due to random and informal coaching
approaches, and only about onequarter leverage
the huge performance potential of formal and
dynamic coaching.
If coaching is left up to each manager, sales
organizations have a hard time achieving even
average performance. Let’s look at win rates for
forecast deals as an example. Organizations that use
an informal approach end up 4.5 percentage points
below the average win rate of 46.2%. That is an
actual decrease of 9.8%! Informal approaches start
to move things in the right direction, but they lack
formal implementation and reinforcement, which
leads to a result that’s around average. However,
when the approach gets formalized, the win rate
improves a significant 5.3 percentage points above
average for an actual improvement of 11.5%. The
results are even more impressive for a dynamic
approach that is based on a holistic sales force
enablement program that connects the enablement
and the coaching frameworks. In this case, the win
rate climbed by 12.9 percentage points, which is an
actual improvement of 27.9%.
How could a sales leader ignore a 27.9% better
win rate? Investing in sales force enablement to
build coaching frameworks and develop sales
managers accordingly, especially their coaching
capabilities, is the key to achieving the kinds of
performance improvements sought by sales leaders
n
everywhere.

Tamara Schenk is Research Director with
CSO Insights, The Research Division of
Miller Heiman Group. Find out more here
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Enterprise Accounts –
Bloom Where You’re Planted
Winning business with a
large enterprise account is
a significant achievement in
that it brings with it new
revenue and profit. But
unlike successes with smaller accounts,
the real significance of an enterprise win is
in the potential of account growth.
nterprise pursuits can be daunting with long
sales cycles, complex buyer networks,
sophisticated
competitors
and
other
frustrating challenges that demand selling teams be
their very best and bring nothing less. And the
significant investments of money, people, energy
and time make the stakes very high. But for effective
selling and delivery organizations, the payoff of
winning is huge. For enterprise accounts are
marketplaces in and of themselves  vast, teeming
fields of rich, dark, fertile soil awaiting seeds of

E
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growth. And having won the business, your ability to
deliver with excellence will prepare the soil for
planting those seeds. But how do you make it
happen? How do you focus on both delivery
excellence and account growth at the same time?
First, you have to understand and implement the
power of the teaming of sales and delivery. The
dreaded handoff, the “detach with an ax”
philosophy, is simply unworkable with enterprise
accounts. Just as engaging delivery team members
in pursuits increases the chances of winning, the
continued involvement of sales with delivery drives
account growth. This continuous process of team
selling and team delivery seeds the transactions of
growth over time in longterm relationships. That’s
the enterprise world.
This teaming is not a different strategy than the
focus on service excellence, but the enhancement of
it. And demonstrated success in delivery is the
bedrock for account expansion. Without it, you
don’t earn the right to seek account growth and
opportunities for it will likely be few. For that matter,

Brian Sullivan

the business relationship itself will probably be a
concern.
But with delivery excellence setting the stage for
growth, having a framework to follow as a guide is
very helpful. In Sandler Enterprise Selling, we focus
on five avenues to account expansion – Organic
Growth, Partnerships and Alliances, Family Tree,
Alumni and Customer’s Customer. Of course, there
are others to consider but we see these five as key.
Organic Growth is the first channel and the one
that most selling organizations traditionally follow
and quite often implement effectively. Not all
organizations, of course, as those that extract the
sales teams from the picture once the contract is
signed can struggle mightily with even this
fundamental channel. We refer here to the
extension or renewal of a current piece of business
and its potential expansion in the area currently
served or into other client departments. Also
explored in this channel is selling other products or
services from the selling organization’s portfolio to
any area in the enterprise account. In essence,
Organic Growth is going deep and wide in the
account and in your product/service portfolio.
Next is Partnerships and Alliances. In winning
enterprise deals, you often partner with firms whose
capabilities enhance your solution. And while
delivering for enterprise clients, you meet and
connect with firms already doing the same. Whether
cobidding or simply codelivering, the natural
connections you make create fertile opportunities.
But you must work proactively to grow these
connections into mutual victories with other
accounts by planning for and with your partners.
We then work the Family Tree channel. For
enterprise accounts represent ecosystems of
opportunity through their extended families.
Parents, subsidiaries and sister companies are all
potentially fruitful targets. And a track record of
successful delivery acts as the springboard to those
connected entities. Think about it. If you’re serving
Geico, the insurer, why might you have possible
opportunities with Fruit of the Loom, the apparel

firm? Or Net Jets, the aviation leasing firm or Dairy
Queen, the ice cream chain? Why? Because they’re
all BerkshireHathaway companies, in the same
family. Of course, there’s no guarantee that Dairy
Queen would beg you to sell to them simply because
you work with Geico. Of course not. But the
connection simply adds warmth and credibility to
the contact. And that’s a promising start.
In enterprise accounts, decisionmakers come
and go. The Alumni channel helps you proactively
follow those who exit, potentially opening new
doors for you where they land. And once you’ve
proven your organization’s capabilities to your new
client contacts who enter, how about seeking their
guidance regarding potentially serving their ex
employers? Sure, it takes work. But again, adding a
level of warmth to contacts is huge.
The last avenue is Customer’s Customer. In
serving enterprise accounts, you often interact
directly with their clients, the end customers for
whom your work delivers benefit. What about
potentially having your customer’s customers, firms
already familiar with the quality of your work, as
your clients as well?
Of course, common sense must dictate your
strategy and actions. You don’t randomly reach out
to your client’s contacts without being respectful
and communicative. Be smart, though, and odds are
your client will be supportive and help in any way
they can.
In the end, your mindset must be that account
growth is your obligation. Why? Because you owe it
to yourself and your organization as it delivers
tangible benefits to you both. But most importantly,
you owe it to your enterprise clients, who chose you
and invested in you as their partner. For you not to
seek every possible way to deliver additional value
would be doing them a disservice. So, internalize
n
that mindset, follow the framework and grow!

Brian Sullivan is VicePresident of Sandler
Enterprise Selling at Sandler Training.
Find out more here
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Salesman vs. Engineer:
What you need to know if you are neither
I must confess my bias.
I prefer improvisation over
process, jam sessions to
laws of physics, and gray
more than black and white.
There are those of us who find certainty
less appealing than others. There are
others, like the engineers, who live in a
binary world, where their solutions either
work or fail.
am, I was and I will always be a salesman. I did not
grow up dreaming about becoming one. As a
matter of fact, I never developed convictions
about my career, but if pressed, sales never made
the list. When I come to think of it, I’m not quite sure
how the metamorphosis occurred. I dislike process,
but I guess that accumulating experiences and
studying unrelated topics amounts to a process.
I cannot think of more diverse professionals than
salesmen. Accountants, teachers, military, any
background yields them. Although a few gurus
publicize processes, techniques, and selfhelp advice
as “sales secrets”, there’s no formula. The Unified
Field Theory of Sales or The Method of Sales Theorems

I
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have not been written yet. Plainly put, it’s up to the
individual.
Engineers epitomize specialty and salesmen
generalization. Engineers personify certainty and
salesmen ambiguity.

Suspicious Engineering Minds
I sense an undercurrent of suspicion now and then.
Do engineers believe that salesmen are distractions?
As I said, I’m a salesman. As a result, the engineers
that I meet routinely decline to hurt my feelings. So,
my evidence is limited.
My hypothesis is that engineers suspect that
salesmen don’t do real work.
There is a commonly held belief that salesmen
spend most of their time traveling, chatting on their
phones, or taking customers out for lunch. A belief
reinforced by the engineers’ own eyes and ears. But,
it is not true. Or rather, it is not entirely true. As any
salesman knows, it takes hard work to build
relationships with busy customers. And it takes
harder work to make it look easy.
I may need to investigate this assumption further.
Yet, engineers trivialize the sales profession. They
infer that science is more difficult and see an
imbalance between their workloads and the
salesmen’s.

Gabriel Birnie

Engineering Utopia
In Engineering Utopia the middleman between their
product and the customer becomes redundant. In
the land without salesmen, advertising has been
declared a waste of money and abolished, brands
engage customers without marketing, and products
have reached such perfection that sell themselves.
I wouldn’t dismiss this engineering solution for a
better world so fast. The premise that human
interaction is unnecessary has merit. After all, brick
and mortar stores are dying out, ecommerce
dominates, and consumers are getting used to web
selfservice. Indeed, retail is being forced to
dismantle their sales organizations. Technology and
customer acquisition costs are transforming their
distribution channels.
However, in the realm of enterprise, the
salesman is still king. Who is best equipped to
represent the voice of the customer? The non
engineering mindset listens without preconceptions.
Understanding the context in which customers use
technologies is crucial. What are the applications?
What challenges do customers run into after they
buy? The salesman’s job is to gain insight into the
customer experience and anticipate future needs.
The intrinsic purpose of a product is to be used.
And a product cannot be used unless it’s sold.

Salesman Paradox
Companies craft euphemisms such as business
developer, client advisor, account manager, and a
plethora of other creative titles. They are not fooling
anyone. Yet, they camouflage their sales people for
a reason: Nobody likes to be sold.
Complex sales equate to chess. The game has an
opening, a middle game, and an endgame. Players
set separate goals during each phase and must apply
different strategies, same as salesmen during a sales
cycle. The analogy gets interesting because both
develop styles. Style reflects their personality and,
depending on the opponent and the situation,

impacts the outcome of the game.
Salesmen, like chess players, can be classified
based on expertise. These levels are novice, expert,
master, and grandmaster. The less skilled salesman
employs tricks, tries to manipulate customers and
creates an awkward buying experience. The used car
salesman stereotypes this approach. Conversely, the
most able salesmen are the grandmasters. They hide
behind CEO titles or some other position unrelated
to sales. They have mastered the art of persuasion,
which consists in influencing people without them
even realizing it. The inbetween talent spectrum
comprises expert and master territory.
Nobody likes to be sold, but everybody is a
salesman. That’s the salesman paradox.

Parallel Universes
Technology companies blend the innovation driven
and the transaction driven natures of engineering
and sales. They follow different recipes. Since their
customers are different too, the ingredients don’t
change, but the proportions certainly do.
The ideal “customer centric” culture remains
elusive. A mix of personalities and perspectives
works to deliver value to the customer. Salesmen
and engineers make that mix. Is harmony between
them attainable?
I’m afraid that the human factor conspires against
harmony. On one hand, dissimilar accountability
systems and incentive programs exacerbate the
divergence. On the other hand, gotomarket plans
and product development roadmaps seldom align. In
other words, engineers are motivated to behave like
engineers and salesmen like salesmen.
Or perhaps, salesmen and engineers are meant to
be at perpetual odds with each other, destined to
n
coexist in parallel universes. Who knows…

Gabriel Birnie is VicePresident, Sales &
Marketing, Amphenol Antenna Solutions, Inc.
Find out more here
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The Average Number of Customer
Stakeholders Is Higher Than Ever! - So What?
I recently came across a post written by Aja Frost on HubSpot’s Blog. In
there, she writes that according to Brent Adamson, principal executive
advisor at CEB, the average number of customer stakeholders involved in a
B2B purchasing decision is 6.8 -- up from 5.4 in late 2014. In itself this is an
utterly useless data point. Why do I put the relevance in question?
ot having the details of the research that
led to this statement, I cannot exclude that
the trend is, at least partially, caused by
changing demographics in the audience surveyed. If
there were more respondents with transactional
sales in the research carried out in 2014 (usually
fewer customer stakeholders involved in a buying
decision) compared to this latest research, carried
out 18 months later, this fact alone can lead to the
observed trend everything else remaining the same.
I also have a general aversion against averages
on numbers of people. I am still waiting to meet a
“.4 “or a “.8” person.

N

decisions is reflected in their current selling system.
Ignoring this question can be the major reason for a
high percentage of deals that end in a “no decision”
by the customer.
The roadmap below outlines how sales leaders
can analyze to what extend their selling systems is
designed to help sellers to cope with the
involvement of multiple customer stakeholders in a
purchasing decision.

Listen to the “Voice of the Customer”
Common answers by customers asked for reasons
why a deal ended in “no decision” are:

Why is the statement nevertheless relevant?
l “We underestimated the number of stakeholders

Notwithstanding this rant, sales leaders should ask
themselves whether the fact of the involvement of
more than one stakeholder in customer purchasing
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involved.”
l “It became just too complicated to align all

stakeholders.

Christian Maurer

l “We could not agree whether purchasing a

solution would bring the expected business
benefits.”
l “The decision was vetoed by a stakeholder we
had not expected to be involved or affected by
the decision.”
l “The decision became too risky.”
l “We could not get an agreement on the urgency
of purchasing a solution.”
These are all symptoms that more than one
customer stakeholder was involved in the decision.
These symptoms also show that customer’s
themselves are often not aware of their actual
decision process.

Brainstorm the rootcauses
Sales leaders can use the following questions to
determine possible rootcauses within their
organizations leading to a high proportion of
forecast deals ending in “no decision”.
1. Is our sales process mapped to our customers’
journey?
2. Does the customer journey, we apply, provide
for considering the involvement of more than
one stakeholder in the buying decision?
3. At what point in the customer journey is the
involvement considered?
4. Do we have a methodology in place helping
sellers to map the political landscape of the
relevant customer stakeholders?
5. Does this methodology consider the following
aspects:
a) The culture of the purchasing organization
b) How decisions are reached (consensus,
majority, decision by highest executive in
case of a tie in the voting)
c) The formal and the informal relationship
between the customer stakeholders
d) The power constellations (fighting fractions
within the purchasing organization)

Conclusion
Following this roadmap, sales leaders will know if
and how well their selling system helps sellers to
navigate
deals
where
multiple
customer
stakeholders are involved. There are process
designs and methodologies available for addressing
these rootcauses. However, to be effective, these
need to be tailored to a customized solution.
Training the sellers in the use of this customized
solution will not be sufficient. Sales managers must
at least buy into the insights gained from the
analysis outlined above. They must also be
convinced that the customized solution will lower
the percentage of forecast deals ending in “no
decision”.
Finally, the Sales Managers’ willingness to
adhere to and coach the customized solution can be
improved if they are involved in the rootcause
analyses as well as in the choice and tailoring of the
n
customized solution.

Find out more about Christian Maurer and
The Ultimate Sales Executive Resource here
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August’s Top Sales Post
How Executives Fail to Understand the Reasons for Poor
Sales and Revenue Performance by Dave Kurlan

“T

hat wasn't what I expected!" You might say
that after reading an awesome book, waiting
for months and years in anticipation of the movie
version, only to be extremely disappointed when the
much hyped film failed to live up to what you
remembered feeling when turning the pages.
You might also feel let down after leaving a great,
but expensive restaurant, but the meal, service or
ambiance was quite different from what you had
imagined when you heard about the business.
And from experience, I can tell you that once in a
blue moon, after we evaluate a sales force and
present our findings, a rare CEO can become
defensive and react poorly to the results. When it
happens, it's usually a sign that the CEO is out of
touch with the sales force. I'll share some of the
things to which they sometimes react badly:

The top 5 findings that a CEO might react poorly
to are:
1. An executive sales leader appears to be weak on
OMG's Sales Leadership Evaluation. The CEO might
say, "Well, the only reason we landed that multimillion
dollar contract with that billion dollar company is
because of Bob. He sold it himself. So how do you
explain that?"
The CEO didn't recognize that the company took
a great major account salesperson, place him in the
Sales VP role, and instead of leading the sales force
and functioning as a Sales VP should, he still wants
to be the rainmaker and the star of the show. That
definitely makes him a weak Sales VP!

Read Full Article Here
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